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Discover the enduring charm of tin packaging through
Tinco's custom tin boxes. Meticulously crafted, these
unique tin containers are crafted to enchant and
engage, firmly establishing your brand in consumers'
consciousness. Experience an unparalleled fusion of
sophistication and functionality, now accessible at
wholesale rates.

Custom Tin Boxes at Wholesale – Crafted for
Excellence

Tinco takes pride in crafting custom tin boxes that are
not just containers but a reflection of your brand's
identity and values. Our bespoke tin boxes are the
perfect canvas to convey your brand story, symbolising
both strength and finesse.

Exceptional Quality, Unbeatable Prices

Elevate your product packaging without inflating your
budget. Our custom tin boxes come with the promise
of quality at competitive wholesale rates. Why settle for
less when you have the best for your products? Choose
Tinco, where premium meets affordability.
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Durable, Sustainable, and Captivating

Made from high-grade materials, our tin boxes ensure
your products stay protected in a shell of durability. With
sustainability at the heart of our production process, we
ensure your brand walks hand-in-hand with eco-
friendliness. Plus, the versatility in design makes these
tins suitable for any occasion or product.

Stand Out with Customisation

Why fade into the background with standardised
packaging when you can stand out? Customise your tin
boxes to suit your branding, from vivid colours to
intricate designs, and leave a lasting impression.

Order Now and Transform Your Brand's
Presentation

Ready to transcend the ordinary? Contact us today and
make the first move towards transforming your brand's
presentation. Delight in the unrivalled quality and
witness your brand soar to new heights with our
personalised tin boxes.

https://tinco.com.au/index.php?route=information/contact


WHY
CHOOSE US

Tinco is a leading supplier of premium tin boxes in
Australia at wholesale prices. We provide stylish,
durable, and premium tin boxes to meet your
promotional and packaging requirements. From
decorative tins for gifting and kitchen storage to plain tin
boxes for packaging for small and medium-sized
businesses as well as corporates, we provide superior
quality products at competitive prices.

We supply unique tin boxes for various industries. With our
carefully customised tins, we help businesses increase the
value of their brand. We stock a vast range of plain matte
black, matte silver and matte white tins ready to be
customised with your company’s labels. Our tin boxes are
one hundred percent recyclable, while keeping the
products fresh, intact, and safe from light. Our tins are ideal
for storing a wide range of items, including dry food, coffee,
tea, confectionery, spices, gifts, personal items, and more.

With our bespoke custom designs, we give you tins that
meet your specific style, colour, and finishing needs. We
ensure timely delivery of our tin products Australia-wide.
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STAY
CONNECTED
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sales@tinco.com.au
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20 Endeavour Way, Braeside, 
Victoria, 3195 , Australia
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